**Boothers Onway To ECAC Tourney**

**Mike Polkandi**

The Albany State (SUNY) football team will face its toughest challenge of the season on Friday night when it takes on Brown University of Providence, Rhode Island in the regular season finale. The Bears are currently 5-3, while the Dutchmen are 1-7.

"This is a very important game," said head coach Neil Polkandi. "If we lose, it could be the end of the season for us. But if we win, we still have a chance to go to the ECAC tournament." The Dutchmen have not made the ECAC playoffs since 1974.

Polkandi said the team must focus on fundamentals and execution in order to have a chance against Brown."If we don’t take care of business on both sides of the ball, we’re not going to win," he said. "We have to execute our blocking assignments, make tackles, and force turnovers. Brown is a very physical team and we need to be ready for that."
Governors See Hope in Carter

Rhode Island Black Rule Solved

The Rhode Island black rule has finally been resolved through a settlement agreement that ended a series of court battles between the state and the black community. The agreement, reached in March, involved the dismissal of a lawsuit brought by the Rhode Island Human Rights Commission against the state and several local governments, alleging violations of the state's antilynching law. The settlement included a $1 million payment to the plaintiffs and a commitment by the state to enhance its civil rights enforcement efforts.

Bizarre Kidnap Trial Continues

The bizarre kidnap trial of a New York family continued in New York. The defendants, a father and son, have been accused of extorting millions from the father's family. The trial, which has been described as one of the most complicated and expensive in recent history, has showcased some of the latest forensic techniques. The defense has presented 47 witnesses so far, while the prosecution has had only 17. The trial is expected to last several more months.

FBI Memo is Released

The FBI has released a memo concerning the investigation of the Boston bombing. The memo, which was written by FBI Agent John Connolly, revealed that the bureau had significant evidence against the accused bomber but was unable to proceed due to a lack of jurisdiction. The memo is expected to have a significant impact on the trial, which is currently underway.

Petey Seger Tutors RCO Class

Singer and songwriter Petey Seger is tutoring a new course at the University of California, which is focused on the history and evolution of folk music. The course, which has been well-received by students, is being taught at the campus of the university's folk music program. Seger, who is known for his powerful voice and socially conscious music, has been a leading figure in the folk music movement for many years.

UAS Imposes Charge on Bank Transfers

The University of Alaska System has imposed a new charge on bank transfers. The charge, which is $2 per transfer, will be implemented starting next semester. The move is intended to offset the cost of handling large volumes of transfers, which have increased significantly in recent years. The charge will apply to all bank transfers, including those made by students, faculty, and staff.

Council Ponders Housing Project

The Council is considering a new housing project in the area. The project would involve the construction of a series of student dwellings, which would be designed to meet the needs of the growing student population. The project is expected to take several years to complete, and the council is currently seeking funding from various sources.

\[\text{References}\]

IN MEDINA, Saudi Arabia (AP)—For several years, the Saudi government has been trying to control the growth of its population. The strategy has been to encourage smaller families, which it believes will help reduce the country's dependency on imports and food production.

However, recent statistics indicate that the strategy is not having the desired effect. The population growth rate has continued to increase, despite the government's efforts to discourage large families.

The government has been looking for ways to address this issue, and one possibility being considered is to offer incentives for smaller families. This could include tax breaks, education funding, and access to better healthcare services.

The government is also considering other measures, such as increasing the minimum wage and improving working conditions for workers in the agriculture sector, where a large portion of the population works.

Despite these efforts, the government is facing challenges in achieving its goal of controlling population growth. The problem is compounded by the fact that many families in Saudi Arabia are still relying on traditional values and beliefs that encourage large families.
PROVE TO MOM AND DAD THAT YOU'RE A SERIOUS, HARD-WORKING, UPWARD-BOUND TYPE. ASK FOR AN ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PROPOSES WINE LABEL REGULATIONS

WASHINGTON (AP) - The government proposed labeling regulations that would require foreign wines to be designated as being from particular grape and region. The wine containing at least 10 percent of the grapes grown in a region would be designated as being from that region. The regulations would apply to foreign wines containing as little as 10 percent of the grapes grown in a region.
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Prove to Mom and Dad that you're a serious, hard-working, upward-bound type. Ask for an ArtCarved college ring.
AD SALE!!
Place in envelope and drop off at SA Contact Office. Or tape the 25¢ to the form. Or enclose a 25¢ check. Or oblige a 25¢ money order. Or employ a coin worth at least 25¢. Or enclose yourself in the envelope and scare some ASP classified filler to death. Or send an e-sor. Or send a van.

ENSUOY LOYETING
A SOCIALIZING SHADOWSHIELD Radio Broadcasting Company has been named to the nation's top ten hit record by Peter Tosh which achieves the sellcating of listeners.

In order to all of those in the autism radio stations, the authority charged that the record, titled "Legalize It," is worth for radio play because it advances a change in perception relating to marijuana. The authority has ruled that Tosh's record may be circulated on the air, but only in off hours and during the day hours.

REGENERATION
The car's office in Berkeley, California, reports that the sale of a 12-year-old car has been necessary to a private company which plans, the deputy. The owner's words, "To keep her out of traffic." The car's insurance has to be renewed after a long time.
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MARIJUANA POSSESSION: ONE OUNCE BILL LIKELY

by Donald Ramon

Last year's lobbying effort among legislators to ease marijuana laws has been continued this year. Many college presidents and student government officials favor legalizing marijuana to cut down on expenses. Last year the movement to legalize marijuana was led by the legalization movement in New York State. And still it should be. Last year Congress passed the New York State bill, many of whom have first time

Aside from the personal liberty, the movement has gained support from other states. The movement is not well known in New York. However, it is growing. The movement is in a sense the cause of pointy heads. Closer to the urgency of the legalization movement is the issue of what to do with theграмм testing positive for marijuana. To those who argue that marijuana is a dangerous drug, it is not. To those who argue that marijuana is a harmless drug, it is still uncertain. But the movement is growing in New York. And still it should be.

Last year, Governor Cuomo proposed a bill that would have given the state the right to keep people out of jail. This was to end the war on drugs. The war on drugs has been a failure. It has caused more problems than it has solved. People need to be given the right to use marijuana without fear of going to jail. The movement is growing. And still it should be.

I hear the voices saying that marijuana is a drug that is dangerous to society. This is a lie. Marijuana is not a drug that is dangerous to society. It is a drug that is beneficial to society. People need to be given the right to use marijuana without fear of going to jail. The movement is growing. And still it should be.
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December has arrived and with it, the excitement of graduation looms closer than ever. As we approach this significant milestone, it is essential to prepare for the ceremony and the reception honoring your graduation. Tentatively, the ceremony will be held in the Campus Center Ballroom.

**Tickets:**
- **S.A. tax card:** $3.50
- **S.A. General Public:** $5.50

**Bus Tickets on sale Now**
- At the S.A. Contact Office
- Palace Theatre
- Just-A-Song

**Music:**
- GEORGE BENSON albums show that he can really cook on guitar, without losing his soul. You know Benson, you've heard his hit single "This Masquerade" then you've heard his hit single "Breezin." Guitarist/Vocalist Georfig Benson has been considered a premier talent and has a standing support of a loyal following. But this acclaim is meaningless if we do not stand up for our beliefs and fight for what we believe in.

**DEPARTMENTAL DINE**
- **Music:**
- **Tickets on sale Now**
- **Location:**
- **Time:**
- **Cost:**

**DECORATIVE WINE BARRELS**
- **Location:**
- **Time:**
- **Cost:**

**ARE BLACKS CONSIDERED HUMAN BEINGS:**

**A Simple Question?**

by Judy Sirovich

Are Blacks considered human beings? To throw this fact on the table, I want to take a closer look at this question. I will offer a brief introduction to the topic, followed by a discussion of the issue, and then try to bring it to light.

**Attention DECEMBER GRADUATES**

with

DAVID SANBORN

at the Pacific Theatre

Friday, Nov. 19

8:00 PM

Tickets: $3.50 w/S.A. tax card
$5.50 General Public

On sale at: S.A. Contact Office
Palace Theatre
Just-A-Song
Rolling Records

**CC Keeps Same Hours**
- **Location:**
- **Time:**
- **Cost:**

**SILVER MINE COLE COMPANY**
- **Location:**
- **Time:**
- **Cost:**

**TODAY'S SPECIALS**
- **Location:**
- **Time:**
- **Cost:**
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**The Pyrotechnic Pianist**

By JONATHAN PENN

The lazy weekend which attended the piano-mad weekend on Saturday, they admired discerning this yearly program were not expected. Although Mr. Helmrich and Mr. Newman is yet highly well-known, their virtuosity and statuesque musicianship present a great future for them both.

A majority of the program consisted of the practice of both Mr. Helmrich and Mr. Newman. It is difficult to have a program for both, as it is important to be more comparable to one's other. In what was perhaps an attempt to move away from the stereotype, Mr. Helmrich's program consisted only one concert American composition, "A Sonata for the Piano Bof" by John Bokhi. The Mozart piece which Mr. Helmrich will be bringing hit now movie "Heavy Traffic," which was brought out extreme well. Although she has a sorrowful life, the music which is just moving away from the classical spirit best. The music has a romantic musical tradition with certain factors that are unique to it. Where the Cuckson seemed to be completely at home in the world premiere of the great Roman song, Paula pranced on the stage in a seductive manner while singing. Paula, on the other hand, was an experienced, and that the group as a whole was able to, "I'm Ready," to which Paula said, "That's what I've been afraid of...I'm not thinking that. 20 years from now, I'll be making music with that same routine.

Well, 200 years later is an exaggeration. But it has been reported..." Pauli's performance 90's Woody Herman is recognized as one of the major figures in the jazz world. His band, the Woody Herman Society, has been influential in the development of the big band sound, and his influence has been felt in the music of many contemporary artists.

**Vacation and Study**

**For Fun and Credit**

while vacationing during intersession

January 2-13, 1977

ADELPHI UNIVERSITY

in holding full credit courses available at the fabulous

**St. Croix Resort Hotel in the Canajoharie...**

For Further Information, Please Contact:

Dr. David Mathis

Department of Music

Leavenworth Hall, Rome 214

Adelphi University

Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Telephone: (516) 294-6850 ext. 2724 or 2735

American Express Card Accepted—No Sales Tax—Mail Orders Welcome

**Tired of Dorm Food?**

Go out to dinner! Thursday, December 1

U.A.S. will donate the cost of your meal to:

TELETHON '77

Sign up on dinner lines November 23-24

NOVEMBER 16, 1976
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The Xmas, give yourself what you deserve... The TENNIS-PLUS Xmas College Vacation Package!

$159 $172 $189
quad. occ. triple occ. double occ.

TENNIS-PLUS

Tennis-Plus is the Way to Go!...first-class accommodations...high quality tennis instructions...all the playing time you want...plus every opportunity to enjoy a fantastic vacation. And at a price that’s so much less than you’d expect to pay because it’s a package designed exclusively for college students.

You’ll enjoy at John Newcombe’s 62-acre Tennis Village. Play with fellow tennis friends or right on 17 challenging courts. You’ll get a thorough instruction in the game. As an added bonus, you’ll get the chance to play tennis with other college students looking for an enjoyable and exciting vacation at one of the most popular tennis centers in the world. And you can’t beat our prices. They’re just $159 for four nights and seven lessons. You’ll be enjoying tennis and only $159. A real bargain! So call today for more information. You won’t be sorry.

Boozers Lose, 3-2

The Boozers lost to the Maroons, who entered the game as the number one seed. This was the first game of the tournament and the Boozers were not expected to win. However, they put up a good fight and managed to stay in the game until the end. The final score was 3-2 in favor of the Maroons. This was a disappointing result for the Boozers, but they remained confident and ready for the next game.

Walk-on Walk-off

The final game of the tournament was a walk-on walk-off game, which means that the team with the highest number of walk-ons wins the game. The Boozers and the Maroons both had a walk-on walk-off of 2-0 going into the game. The Boozers started off strong and managed to take a 1-0 lead in the first inning. However, the Maroons came back in the second inning and tied the game at 1-1. The game continued in this manner, with both teams scoring runs in the next few innings. In the ninth inning, the Maroons scored two runs, and the Boozers could not respond. The final score was 3-1 in favor of the Maroons.

ATTENTION: SUNY Students and Faculty

SPECIAL ONE-WEEK SALE ON ZENITH STEREOS

Model GSW65-30

ZENITH ALLEGRO
STEREO SYSTEM
THE WEDGE from Zenith

The return of the three-piece suit means wall units that demand an elegant point of view. Look to ZENITH. Our Allegro wedge-shaped system is the perfect solution. It features a complete range of speakers, a gold-tube case, precision 17" subwoofer, and our new wedge speaker. It’s one of many quality watches in our wide selection. And remember, when you buy our system, you can take home the entire Cobalt Complete Home Entertainment System. See your ZENITH dealer today.

ZENITH’S FINEST STEREOSYSTEM ONLY $389

All Students & Faculty must show ID’s.

Jewel Box

Midtown Mall Shopping Center
Albany N.Y. 12203

We’ve got what you want.

FREE BUS TO SNEAKY PETE’s starts today!
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Albany liked to go to move the ball on third down situations.

And when they did, it was outside. Time could also send DeBlois up the middle

Moving the ball without the use of a trick play.

Neither team seemed capable of that kept him out of the last two

Games that remained intact.

Sowalskie's completions were unable to make

Points that kept him out of the last two

The second half proved to be a struggle for both teams.

As for Springfield, only LaSorsa attempted a few "keepers" but didn't
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Their season-long losing streak ended as it had started, in the final minute

Driving out the clock for the visitors,

York Giant Coach John McVay had his defense.
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Booster Loses to Binghamton

By Ed Monroe

To those of us who enliven a moment of hand claps for the Albany State soccer team. Many of you were also among the 150 Binghamton fans who came to support their team at Alumni Stadium on Saturday. The game ended in a 0-0 tie.

The Bisons outscored the home team 34-1 in a hard-fought contest.

The first half featured a number of shots on goal by both teams, but neither was able to score. The second half saw a flurry of activity on both ends of the field, with several good chances created by both teams. The game was marked by a high level of intensity and effort by both sides.

The Bisons were able to control the ball more effectively in the second half, and were able to create a number of scoring opportunities. However, the defense held firm, and the game ended in a tie.

The outcome reflects the competitiveness and skill of both teams, and sets the stage for a possible re-match in the near future.